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Highlights from this Month’s News

Robert Gillett, Editor

In this month’s edition, look for news, ideas, and trends like these:

❖
❖
❖
❖

Gigatons through ubiquity
New plants keep popping up
New pyrolysis techniques
Copious calls for papers

Welcome, New Corporate Members:

Current Members
ADVANCED RESILIENT BIOCARBON
AGRINOVA
AMERICAN BIOCHAR COMPANY

REG RHEINISCHE EIGENGRUND GMBH
https://www.rheinische-eigengrund.de/
Investor in Green Tech Projects

APPLIED BIOMASS SOLUTIONS, LLC

ARIES CLEAN ENERGY
AUSTRALIA NEW ZEALAND BIOCHAR
INITIATIVE INC. (ANZBI)
BC BIOCARBON

… and Renewing Corporate Members.

BEES SAS
BIO GREEN WOODS, S.A.
BIOCHAR WORKS

Advanced Resilient Biocarbon LLC
www.advancedresilientbiocarbon.com
Cold Spring, NY

ARB has assembled a team of scientists, engineers, entrepreneurs, and
industrialists from around the world to join in a collaborative initiative for
improving global quality of life by restoring environments, sequestering
carbon, managing renewable technology through clean-tech innovations,
and delivering social impact improvements.

BIORESOURCE MANAGEMENT
BLACK & VEATCH – HONG KONG
CARBOFEX OY
CARBONFUTURE GMBH
CARBON GOLD LTD
CHAMPION WASTE & RECYCLING
SERVICES
CITY LIGHT CAPITAL
CLEAN MAINE CARBON
CONCORD BLUE ENERGY

CORIGIN SOLUTIONS LLC

Metzler Forest Products, LLC
www.metzlerforestproducts.com
Reedsville, PA, US
Forest Products Company.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
CUMMINS, INC.

ECOERA AB
ENVIRAPAC MONTICELLO

FOREST CREEK RESTORATION

Pure Life Carbon Inc.
http://purelifecarbon.com
Edmonton, AB, Canada
Pure Life Carbon Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of Pure Life Global Inc. and
was established with the objective of being an industry-leading producer of
premium carbon-based technologies. Pure Life Carbon will have a heavy focus
on R&D, environmental impacts, and the displacement of outdated products.

Current Members
GLANRIS, INC.
ICHAR ITALIAN BIOCHAR ASSOCIATION
INTERNATIONAL BIOREFINERIES, INC.
METZLER FOREST PRODUCTS LLC

International BioRefineries, LLC
www.inbio.net
Ellicott City, MD

NEBRASKA PUBLIC POWER DISTRICT
NORSK BIOKULLNETTVERK
NORTH SUBURBAN TREE SERVICE, INC.

International BioRefineries LLC develops advanced Fast Pyrolysis Biorefinery
Technology to cost effectively fractionate wood and other forms of solid
biomass in high-value products such as Bio-Oil or Bio-Char. Their technology
features an innovative yet simplified design that requires fewer material
inputs, lower maintenance costs and no boilers or process water.

City Light Capital
http://www.citylight.vc
Chicago, IL

NOVOCARBO
PURE LIFE CARBON INC.
PYROCAL PTY LTD.
RAINBOW BEE EATER PTY LTD
REG RHEINISCHE EIGENGRUND GMBH
SCANDI ENERGY AS
SCANSHIP AS

City Light is a venture capital firm that strives to invest in companies where
there is a direct relationship between financial outcomes and measurable
social impact.

SENECA FARMS BIOCHAR LLC
SEQUEST
SIMEKEN INC.
SOILTEST FARM CONSULTANTS

North Suburban Tree Service, Inc.

STANDARD BIO AS

www.northsuburbantree.com
Gibsonia, PA, USA

SUMITOMO SHI FW
SYNCRAFT
TANMIAH FOOD CO.

North Suburban Tree is the largest clearing and grubbing contractor in
western Pennsylvania and are dedicated to environmental improvements
that a foster a sustainable future and lead to social and economic
improvements in the communities where it does business. Compost Filter
Sock installers. Hydro-seeding & Mulching. Mulch Producers

SCANDI ENERGY AS
www.scandienergy.no
Langhus, Norway
Maker of Gasification Plants

TILAPIA GROUP AS
TWO DOT WIND
UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM
UPM UMWELT-PROJEKTMANAGEMENT GMBH
VANMANDER SL
WOKA FOUNDATION
WOODCO RENEWABLE ENERGY LTD
YORK REGION ENVIRONMENTAL
ALLIANCE

American BioChar Company
https://ambiochar.com
Niles, MI, US
Manufacturer and Distributor of Biochar and Biochar blends.

Soiltest Farm Consultants
www.soiltestlab.com
Moses Lake, WA
Soiltest farm consultants is an
employee-owned Washington
corporation offering both laboratory and consulting services to promote sustainable agronomic
practices and maintain soil health and field fertility.

York Region Environmental Alliance
www.yrea.org

YREA is an environmental charity that has researched biochar for urban trees and agriculture in Ontario
with plans to further research its uses and establish a biochar social enterprise.

ICHAR Italian Biochar Association
www.ichar.org
The Italian Biochar Association (ICHAR) is a nonprofit organization founded in
2009 with the general purpose of promoting
solutions, technologies,
advanced studies, demonstration activities and
educational projects related to
the production and use of biochar in agriculture to
improve the soil fertility and
sequester carbon dioxide. Based in Florence, ICHAR is made up of researchers, professionals, private
companies, public institutions and simple citizens that have in common the biochar philosophy. Over the
years, ICHAR has become the reference point on biochar at the national level, growing in the number of
members, research and dissemination initiatives. The aims are pursued through the social, financial and
cultural commitment of its members, carrying out actions aimed at: promote and publicize the functions
of biochar in the agriculture and environment; promote and participate in studies and projects; create a
national network of individuals, institutions and companies; disseminate knowledge organizing courses,
meetings, seminars and conferences; collaborate with other organizations, national and foreign, that
pursue the same purposes. In 2015 ICHAR obtained by the Italian Ministry of Agriculture the legislative
recognition of biochar as a soil improver for the Italian agriculture.

Sumitomo SHI FW
https://www.shi-fw.com/
Sumitomo SHI FW is a world leader in combustion and steam generation technology, bringing high-value
solutions to utilities, independent power generators, municipalities and industrial clients. Our solutions
expand beyond fluidized bed technology, covering flue gas cleaning, carbon-free oxyfuel combustion,
gasification & pyrolysis, waste heat boilers and a full spectrum of aftermarket services. We pride
ourselves in being able to cleanly and reliably convert the widest range of low quality fuels, solid waste

materials and waste heat into affordable power, heat, syngas and steam for our clients. Our goal to
provide sustainable energy solutions for all types of power applications relies on the most talented
people with the deepest know-how and experience in the industry.

The Big Picture

Robert Gillett

Efforts to achieve herd immunity through vaccination against Covid-19 have accustomed
us to mind-boggling numbers and a better appreciation of the scale of a worldwide campaign.
That such vaccines could be developed so quickly is incredible enough, but the immensity of the
logistics of delivery is equally so.
The biochar industry is about where we were with the vaccine about four months ago.
We have completed the development and accelerated testing of an inoculant for Earth’s rising
fever. We are 95% sure it will work. What we urgently need now is to manufacture, distribute,
and administer it. As we are finding with the Covid vaccine, that is the more formidable problem.
That problem happens to be what the new XPRIZE for Carbon Removal is asking teams to
solve. Per the contest requirements, prototypes can remove as little as one ton-per-day (tpd)
CO2, but total production must increase six orders of magnitude in order to approach gigaton
scale. The only way to do that with biochar is through ubiquity, much like the rollout of a global
vaccination effort.
At plant scales in the range of XPRIZE prototypes, individual plant production might
average just 275 tons per year and we would need one biochar plant per 13 square miles (34.5
km2) of Earth’s habitable surface or almost two million operating biochar plants to remove a
gigaton of CO2 annually.1 That would make biochar plants on every continent about as common
as gas stations in the U.S. today, with concentration governed mainly by the availability of
sustainable biomass sources.
Now that the Innovation for Cool Earth Forum (ICEF) has elevated the value of Biomass
Carbon Removal and Storage (BīCRS) above BECCS and Bill Gates, in his new book on the climate
crisis, has declared DAC to be “an extremely inefficient method for solving the world’s carbon
problem,” biochar, as one of the few carbon removal technologies left standing, will inevitably
need to scale to gigaton levels.
For the past five years, IBI has declared our world vision to be 1 billion tons of annual
biochar production. We thought it could take 50 years. Perhaps, with our current learning curve
plus an XPRIZE, we can get there much faster, making 2021 The Year of Biochar.
Opinions expressed or implied herein are solely those of the author and may not reflect the official position of IBI.

1

Economies of scale currently favor plants larger than this average, reaching larger feedstock pools. Estimates given
here, which assume a conservative biochar to sequestered CO2 conversion factor of 2.0, do not include life-cycle
emissions of biomass procurement, production, and application, or the greenhouse gas reduction synergies of
biochar and plants in soil, which could result in somewhat more or less production required to reach the target.

Regional Briefs
Europe
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Environmental consultants see biochar becoming the next big thing in carbon removal.
A start-up in Germany promoting the use of biochar as an additive to building materials such as concrete
and mortar took first prize in a business plan competition.
A waste recycler in Norway is studying the economics and environmental advantages of charring
biowastes in lieu of combusting them as the first step in determining whether to set up production.
Two cruise ships launching in 2024 and 2026 will include advanced wastewater purification systems
provided by Scanship with options for two additional installations in the future.
Carol Rius, co-founder of Husk Ventures, has been selected as one of the Top 100 Women Leaders of
Spain in 2020.

Africa


For some tips on feeding biochar to poultry, look to the experience of nuns at a Malawian monastery.



In South Africa: One municipality. One mobile biochar plant. 1,000 jobs created.

South America


Dr. Brenton Ladd, from Universidad Científica del Sur, in collaboration with the company London to Lima
(http://www.londontolima.com/), received funds that will allow adding a prototype heat exchanger to an
artisanal biochar reactor and carrying out a life cycle analysis of the system.

North America
▪

▪

▪
▪

▪
▪
▪

▪

The Methow Valley (Washington) project to set up a pilot plant for making biochar from forest slash has
support from state legislators requesting $160,000 in assistance for the non-profit company C6 Forest-to
–Farm.
After a paper mill closed its doors, the town of East Millinocket, Maine bought the property last year with
plans to host emerging forest-based businesses. Their first tenant looks to be a new biochar company
with plans to earn 10,000 tons of CO2 credits in the first year of operation. The 200,000 s.f. multi-tenant
facility will have its heating supplied by the modular European-made pyrolyzers.
By paying attention to his herd’s eating preferences, an astute dairy farmer in Ontario has found a way to
improve health and growth rates in his cattle.
Five years ago, a laid-off Texan with a local charcoal company heard about biochar from someone named
Melissa. Today he is supplying biochar and devising soil mixes for companies as distant as Washington.
Backwoods Biochar mixes and sells Petey Green Living Soil and plans to begin producing their own
biochar, distributing the mix nationwide.
Pomo Indians in Lake County, California are building a bioenergy/biochar plant which will be used to
reduce wildfire risk and supply the raw material for activated charcoal to be used in N95 masks.
A demolition company in Edmonton, Alberta is running a trial of waste tracking software to help identify
biochar feedstock in waste streams.
In choosing carbon removal projects to help them reach their goal of becoming carbon negative by 2030,
Microsoft has relied, in part, on CO2 Removal Certificates (CORCs) from three biochar companies:
Rainbow Bee Eater (Australia), Carbon Cycle (Germany), and Carbofex (Finland).
Forty biochar producers, practitioners, scientists, and engineers held a virtual workshop in April 2020
to chart a roadmap for future development of the biochar industry in the Pacific Northwest and
beyond. Many presented at the Scaling Biochar Forum in October. A draft executive summary of the
forthcoming report from the workshop is available.

▪
▪
▪

The focus of biochar research at the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff is on finding uses for animal
byproducts such as crayfish shells and chicken feathers.
Perdue University is exploring the value of biochar made from spent railroad ties and utility poles.
The University of Minnesota is looking at biochar’s effect on forest health and resilience.

Australia and the Pacific


In Collie, Western Australia, a 1.5 tonnes per hour demonstration scale plant will use grinding
pyrolysis technology. The plant will convert 4,000 tonnes per year of municipal solid waste and
8,000 tonnes per year of forestry and agricultural wastes to crude pyrolysis oil and biochar. While
the crude pyrolysis oil will be sold as a liquid fuel for local industry, the biochar will be sold as a soil
conditioner.



A cattle rancher with 20-years of process engineering experience has developed a volume-scalable
gasifier that uses mineral sands as a heat transfer medium.

News You Can Use
When 12 different commercially marketed additives were tested for their ability to reduce
greenhouse gasses and noxious emissions from swine manure, not a single one made a difference. Then
they tried covering the manure with a quarter inch of biochar. The results were phenomenal.
Patch is an API that automates the purchase of carbon removal credits based on calculation of
whatever emissions a company needs to erase. Ecoera has been one beneficiary. Another company
offering a service that allows companies to assess and compensate for Scope 1, 2, and 3 emissions is
Watershed Technologies.

Biochar-related opportunities, jobs, and education
The fourth Green Carbon Webinar series will run from March through June. Each session consists
of two 25-minute talks on progress with biochar and hydrochar. Register for free now to receive access
and updates. Videos from the forty-seven webinars previously conducted are also available.
On March 9, 2021, Fachverband Pflanzenkohle will host a webinar with Hans-Peter Schmidt and
Nikolas Hagemann talking about the importance of certification, the principles of the European Biochar
Certificate (EBC) and its recent adaptations and further developments, as well as C-sink markets. Heike
Renner will present the EBC control and certification program.
New resources added to USBI’s Biochar Learning Database include


The Minnesota Stormwater Manual



Dr. Brandon R Smith: NRCS Conservation Practice 808 for Soil Health



The Potential for Biochar to Enhance Sustainability in the Dairy Industry



Washington State University Pyrolysis and Biochar Publications

The prestigious journal Chemosphere is running a special issue entitled "Converting solid biomass
waste into nanomaterial for the treatment of hazardous waste ". Paper submissions are being accepted
until March 31, 2021.
A new Special Issue of Energies titled "Volume II: Bioenergy and Biochar: Repurposing Waste to
Sustainable Energy and Materials" is now open and accepting submissions. Deadline for manuscript
submissions: November 10, 2021.
A new Special Issue of Molecules titled "Biochar-based composites for Environmental
Remediation" is now open and accepting submissions. Deadline is April 30, 2021.
A Special Issue of Forests will be titled "Sustainability Assessments and Management of Woody
Waste." Deadline for manuscript submissions: August 10, 2021.
The open-access publisher Frontiers has two new topics that may be of interest. Frontiers in
Biomass Pyrolysis is accepting abstract submissions until April 5, 2021. Global Biodiversity Threats is
available and looking for new article submissions.
The first forestry service biochar webinar of 2021 was on the topic: Forest Management for
Increasing Carbon Sequestration with Biochar. You can still watch it and numerous other USDA Forest
Service webinars from months past.

Calendar

Biochar Production in the
Forest Virtual Demonstration
March 10, 2021, 2 pm PST (US)
Register:
https://www.rffi.org/biochar/

Sustainable, Safe, Effective
Production & Use of Biochar
April 10 & 11, 2021 Tamworth, N.S.W.
Australia - Interactive Workshop - How
to Commercialise a biochar business
https://anzbig.org/events
Photos by Unknown photographers
licensed under CC BY-SA

Biomass Conference & Expo
March 15 - 17, 2021
Includes multiple panels discussing the
increasingly popular topic of biochar.
http://www.biomassconference.com/

New Research
Here are some papers written by IBI members selected from around 250 articles included in the latest
monthly lists available on your IBI Members Only Home page. These are compiled by Abhilasha Tripathi to
bring you the technical side of the biochar news. If you really want to know what is in the works, exploring
this list every month will paint a much fuller picture than you get by just reading this newsletter. You can
receive the full research paper list by e-mail every month by joining IBI.

❖ FTIR-free fit:
Janu, R, V Mrlik, D Ribitsch, … J Hofman - Carbon Resources, (2021) “Biochar Surface Functional
Groups as Affected by Biomass Feedstock, Biochar Composition and Pyrolysis Temperature.”
Elsevier. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2588913321000119.
From the Highlights: “Pyrolysis temperature is more important than residence time for
specificity of functional groups. Functional groups in biochars from lignin-rich feedstock are
more temperature-resistant.”

❖ Scrub away:
Simmons, AT, AL Cowie, CM Waters - Science of The Total Environment, (2021) “Pyrolysis of
Invasive Woody Vegetation for Energy and Biochar Has Climate Change Mitigation Potential.”
Elsevier. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0048969721003442.
From the Abstract: “Relative to clearing Invasive native scrub (INS) and burning residues insitu, the pyrolysis scenario resulted in a reduction in radiative forcing of 1.28 x 10-4 W m-2 per
ha of INS managed, 25 years after clearing, and was greater than the reduction of 1.06 x 104
W m-2 that occurred when INS was retained.”

www.biochar-international.org info@biochar-international.org
Follow us on Twitter

& Like us on Facebook

Work with IBI!
IBI offers the following options for collaboration with scientific projects. Select the package best for
your organization and complete the accompanying payment form.

□

Silver Package 1
a) IBI is posting a project description on its website with contact details, links, photos; the website
can be updated once per year.
b) IBI is sending out a project update in the monthly newsletter twice per year of the project
c) Publications published by the project are guaranteed to be listed in the monthly IBI publications
update.
d) In-depth discussion of one publication per year by a member of the IBI Scientific Committee, sent
out in the monthly IBI publication update and posted on the project site of IBI.
Costs: $1,000 per project year, payable at the beginning of the project year

□

Gold Package 2
a) Includes all services of Package 1.
b) Webinar on project plans, progress or outcomes with a topic appropriate for IBI audience (onehour webinar with about 50-100 participants worldwide), moderated by IBI, advertised globally,
with Q&A session). Webinar is archived on the IBI website and can be seen by IBI members (add
$1,000 for open access).
Costs: $4,000 per project year, payable at the beginning of the project year

□

Platinum Package 3
a) Includes all services of Packages 1 and 2.
b) IBI excursion to your project at a time when it is attractive to a diverse audience ranging from
scientists to industry representatives and policy makers, typically 40 attendees, who will pay for
their own travel and a registration fee (see https://biochar-international.org/event/ibi-biocharstudy-tour-finland/ for an example of previous excursions).
Costs: $15,000 per project year, payable at the beginning of the project year

Packages can vary for each project year (i.e., a project may opt for Package 1 in year 1 and 2 of their
project and for Package 2 in year 3). Please inquire for additional options and combination of services not
mentioned above.
IBI will provide a letter of commitment that can be included in your proposal to a donor. If the proposal is
approved and funded, IBI can work with purchase orders or contracts, as is easiest for the project.

International Biochar Initiative
IBI COLLABORATION WITH SCIENTIFIC PROJECTS
PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR NAME AND CURRENT BILLING ADDRESS:

Collaboration Options (Prices in U.S. Dollars)

□ Platinum: $15,000
□ Gold: $4,000
□ Optional open webinar access (+$1,000)
□ Silver: $1,000
Total amount enclosed: $________

□ check in U.S. dollars □ cash in U.S. dollars □ MC/Visa number:__________________________________
Exp. Date: __________ 3-Digit Security Code: __________

Name on Card: _____________________________

Email receipt to: __________________________________ / Phone #: __________________________________

Please enclose check or cash or provide credit card information, and send to the IBI Office:
by email (bschorr@ttcorp.com), fax (1-202-223-5537), or U.S. mail
(1211 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite 650, Washington, DC 20036, USA).

Thank you for your support!

